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fad a. outline of buildings silhouetted against the  horizon

2. earthquake b. most exciting part of something

3. skyline c. a short-lived trend

4. highlight d. confused expression

5. explore e. the shaking the earth’s surface

6.  puzzled look f. travel around and learn about a place6.  puzzled look f. travel around and learn about a place

7. wheel g. a public event where art or objects of interested are 
displayed

8. power station h. a piece of software which carries out a specific task

9. exhibition i. place

10. gadget j. a circular object that can move which is part of a machine

11. spot k. a place where fuel is converted into electricity

12. application l. small useful tool or device
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Where was Pompeii?

2. How did Pompeii disappear?

3. Where did the Vikings live?

4. Who ruled the ancient Egyptians?4. Who ruled the ancient Egyptians?

5. Which rock bands were popular in the 
UK in the 1960s?

6. What did Neil Armstrong do?

7. Where is Machu Picchu?

8. What does “Machu Picchu” mean?
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9.  Who are Native Americans?

10 . Which place in London has many names?

11. Where have many royal weddings taken 
place in London?

12. Where does Queen Elizabeth II keep her 
valuables?valuables?

13. Which art gallery is housed inside a former 
power station?

14. Where can you see the whole of London 
from?

15. What can you see in Westminster Abbey?
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1.You can explore the Victorian engine rooms on Tower 
Bridge.

2. You can see Yeoman Warders and famous ravens in 
Elizabeth Tower.

3. You can see the tombs of some famous figures in 3. You can see the tombs of some famous figures in 
history of Britain in the Tower of London.

4. Yellow flowers mean secrecy in Italy.

5. You shouldn’t point your finger in Malaysia.

6. It is acceptable to take a gift with your left hand in the 
Arab Emirates.
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